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 It is a bold move but sometimes it is ONLY a bold move that will work! 

1 The last 2yrs and more have brought into sharp focus all the 
many things which are wrong or just inadequate in our world.  
We have been shown the fragility of our systems and the 
shortcomings of our leaders – the leaders charged with the task 
to care for and protect the people.    
 

 

2 Whilst some leaders may well have crimes to answer for in the 
near future, what the situation has made plain to us all now is 
that a different way of thinking is required.  A different way of 
thinking for a different kind of world. 
    

 

3 The foundation stone for the New World Thinking could hardly be easier to 
define.  It is a thinking based on the basic human values that any good 
human being would readily ascribe to.  It is the direct and complete opposite 
of Old World Thinking which we have been subjected to for so long.  The 
separation of the two – and I mean the differences between the two - could 
not be any more distinct. 
   

4 Let us consider for a moment why it is then, that the foundation stone - about 
which I speak - does not form the foundation of the world we all currently 
live in.  Why is it that we do not already live in a world attuned to these 
values which we would ascribe to - as good human beings? 
 
The basic answer to this question is extremely simple.  The simplicity is 
almost unbelievably simple in fact.  To correct for it however, is a completely 
different thing and I will return to that particular subject below.   
 
So, the reason we do not live in such a world already is – simply this: 

1. People have been kept too busy with the task of just staying alive 
There has been little time for people to reflect on the world as it is 
People are kept at the coalface looking after themselves and families 
 

2. People relied on what they were told – trusting their governments 
It is similar to children trusting their parents to look after them 
No child wants to believe a parent will lie to them or mean them harm 
  

3. People have believed what they were informed of – trusting the media 
People have trusted institutions like the BBC to tell a story truthfully 
All news channels were once thought to be independent and reliable 
 
The above describes the scene as most people see it, feel it, believe it. 
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The problem however is more complicated - as I will explain.  
 

4. There are major negative influences in the world with specific agendas 
These influences have control over highly placed persons in authority 
Certain influences control those persons and institutions with money 
The money they have at their disposal for this is almost beyond belief 
 

5. Knowing that people are preoccupied provides ample opportunity 
That opportunity allows things to happen without being seen or traced 
And politicians have been engaged in such practices for far too long 
 

6. The major element which allows all the above to happen is lack 
That is, a lack of a system to bring politicians and others to account 
The establishment is structured such to prevent criticism and blame 
   

With the above factors in place, people have been blinded to the truth.   
If though they actually discovered that truth for themselves – a truth which 
runs counter to the narrative espoused by government and the media – then 
there has been little - if anything - that could be done about it. 
 
A small case in question is the Partygate scandal involving the PM and No 1o. 
The people have no power to deliver their judgement on PM Johnson.  In 
effect, he should have been dragged, screaming if necessary, into a Public 
Court – with his co-party guests – to have judgement delivered upon him 
and in full public view.  If BoJo knew that could happen to him, he almost 
certainly would not have committed the error in the first place.  But then, he 
arrogantly thought he could get away with it and keep his job. 
 
Take a look at this expose.  It is amusing at one level – but places the reality 
of the situation into clear perspective.       
 
If people speak out about that truth – in many cases proving that it runs 
counter to the official narrative – then they are either labelled with some 
derogatory term or silenced through censorship.  Additionally, if the person 
or persons speaking out are high-profiled – due to a position held in their 
profession – then they are publicly discredited also. 
 
There are countless examples of this treatment being meted to people 
around the whole world.  For anyone following the mainstream media, their 
only clue to this will be references to those individuals speaking out – that 
they are this or they are that.  In other words, these people are labelled and 
discredited – and all to protect the apparent truthful official narrative.   
Which, rarely is truthful. 
 
Anyone following the news reports closely will have seen this happen time 
and time again over the last 2yrs relative to the C19 story.  It is worth noting 
that governments around the world are well staffed with psychologists and 
other communication experts – especially in the field of social media – who 
are well acquainted with the techniques of propaganda to promote – or 
destroy – a news story.   
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31AuM7R1tBs
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It was fascinating to discover the presence and number of these experts with 
seats on the UK’s SAGE body – ie Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies.  
Communication is a valuable and essential tool in any emergency situation.  
The trouble comes when that tool is misused for nefarious purposes.  There 
are plenty who have proved that misuse - connected with C19 - and none of 
it is reported in the mainstream media.  One only has to consider the story 
surrounding the drug Ivermectin - and Dr Tess Lawrie - to know this.  And if 
the government will mislead and lie once – then they will mislead and lie 
more than once. 
 
This is how the BBC covered the drug - Ivermectin – by calling it false 
science. 
Now listen to Dr Tess Lawrie talking with Del Bigtree of the Highwire. 
The video is 54min long but is so illuminating! 
 
All the above factors and features of our current society and system of living 
have been in evidence for years.  It is only in very recent times however that 
the features have become more than obvious to those who have begun 
looking for the truth – and finding it.  
  

5 The above 6 elements mentioned are all key to the success of a coordinated 
agenda.  Many people’s response to the suggestion that there is an agenda – 
and a number of parties signed up to it – is invariably, that such a conspiracy 
is impossible.  I will concede that such an idea is somewhat challenging to 
comprehend – but possible it is - and it really does exist. 
 
In part, such a thing is possible by route of groups and individuals being 
taken aside and told only what they need to know.  Those groups and 
individuals are not given the whole story- as that would not work overall.  
Groups and individuals are instead fed a believable truth which they can sign 
up to and support with alacrity.  They then will do the rest on their own. 
 
Consider this statement for example: 

“The strategy to save the NHS is dependent upon  
the entire population being vaccinated”. 

 
Those people who understand that vaccinations are totally safe, tried, tested 
and effective, will see the sense of such a strategy.  They buy into that 
strategy readily and, as a result, the agenda - to vaccinate the world as Bill 
Gates wants – is on its way. 
These people supporting the strategy do not need to know any more than 
what they have been told and now firmly believe.  That belief can be so 
strong that it breaks up previously strong family relationships.  I’ve seen that 
myself in numerous families.  Belief structures are immensely powerful.   
 
One of the most important of those 6 elements above, however, is number 6. 
There is no system in place that people can trigger that will cause a thorough 
investigation into the affairs of government.  A system literally DOESN’T exist.  
  
The House of Lords – has no function to play here on behalf of the people of 
this land.  Their responsibility is limited to assessing new laws and that only! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H66tBH2oku4
https://rumble.com/vwgb5r-former-w.h.o.-consultant-exposes-takedown-of-ivermectin.html
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Not even the justice system can be drawn into the frame to deal with the 
charges brought by the public.  There are numerous cases which support this 
claim and a good many relate to the last 2yrs.   
 
Michael O’Bernicia gives an update to Mark Devlin on his legal challenge. 
This is only one of the cases that have been thwarted by the government. 
 
Attempts by highly qualified and highly regarded scientists and doctors have 
seen their applications for court process frustrated in some way or declined.      
A truly free media would fill the gap and voice the true opinion of the people 
- thus forcing the government and the justice system into action.  This would 
effectively be in defence to save face.  But not even that has happened.   
 
The obvious reason for why that has not happened is that the mainstream 
media, which so many people still watch - by choice - is controlled.  One only 
has to consider the output of the previously trusted BBC to know this.  The 
sad truth is, that our dear old auntie is the Comms Department of the 
government and will not publish anything which strongly counters the 
government’s narrative.  The only subjects the BBC will challenge the 
government on are lightweight items.  This effectively shows the non-critical 
portion of the population that they will challenge the government and cannot 
therefore be called lapdogs.   
But lapdogs they really are. 
Again, the Ivermectin story – and how the BBC addressed it - is proof of 
exactly that.  
    
Before leaving the subject of the mainstream media, take a listen to the story 
of a German journalist in the video called Busted.   
The story could not be any more shocking.  
 

6 Another example of the people being helpless in challenging the affairs of 
government is in the area of Official Inquiries.  How can there be an objective 
Official Inquiry into the affairs of government when it is the government itself 
that establishes that Inquiry and the rules of engagement. 
 
Consider this list of inquiries and the results they have produced. 
The Trade Centre attacks of 9/11 2001 – George Bush 
The Iraq War 2003 – Tony Blair 
Dr David Kelly 2003 – Reported suicide   
The London 7/7 bombings 2005 
Shooting of Jean Charles de Menezes 2005 – Stockwell Tube Station 

The official story was that Mr Menezes was shot in error by the MET 
police, thinking he was a terrorist.  The opposing story is that he 
witnessed bombs being placed on the tube train whilst working on site 
as an electrician. 

 
Whether the opposing story is true or false, a People led Inquiry – in a world 
of New World Thinking – would get to the bottom line truth.  
 
Events such as these, should be placed in the hands of a body which is not 
the government.  It would be a body which is representative of the People.  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/dcZN1iky2Znj/
https://rumble.com/vhkk3x-busted-media-crimes-exposed.html
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Without such a body, the situation we currently have in the UK – and 
elsewhere in the world – is likened to this analogy. 
 
A householder elects an interior decorator to remodel their home. 
The election is determined on an agreed plan of work – the manifesto. 
The contractor is paid for their time and is set to work on fulfilling that plan. 
There is no check on that work and no right of the householder to question.  
The householder has no power over the contractor from here on. 
The householder can only hope what they believe will happen – will happen.  
But the contractor can change that plan and do whatever they wish. 
The control sits 100% with the contractor – despite them being ONLY that.  
There is literally no control or hold over the contractor from the outset. 
 
If a catastrophe happens - such as lintel failing in a new extension - then an 
inquiry is conducted to assess what happened and who or what was at fault. 
The contractor sets up the inquiry and the findings become official. 
How hideous is that – you will say. 
 
Such a situation is farcical of course, but it is exactly what we all of us have 
with the current system of government – it’s called Old World Thinking.   
 

7 The same situation to the analogy described above is spotlighted by the 
current conflict in Ukraine.  The conflict is being managed by the contractors 
who have been elected.  Those contractors have NOT consulted the people 
about the conflict and have assumed total control of the conflict and the 
response to that conflict. 
 
Again, mainstream media are engaged to spill whatever story the contractor 
wishes the people to swallow.  The full effect of wartime propaganda has 
been witnessed in play to an astonishing extent. 
 
Take a look at this expose of the real goings on in Ukraine. 
Again, another opening for New World Thinking exists here in plain sight.  
 
The truth is, there will not be one family – NOT ONE – in Ukraine, Russia, the 
UK or anywhere that will have asked for this conflict.  Who wishes to put 
themselves, their families and their livelihoods at risk?  Answer – No One! 
 
The government contractors are responsible for this conflict and literally all 
the repercussions which have followed - and those which will follow yet.  
Thanks to the government contractors the world economy is going to suffer 
hugely.  Gas supplies from Russia being cut-off is going to impact billions of 
people - and next winter in particular.  Given the fact that there is an apparent 
Master Plan to crash the world economy – as some tell – one could see that 
what’s going on against Russia right now could well achieve that plan. 
 
This article will not delve into this particular Master Plan story, but it may 
feature in another article to come.  It relates to ditching cash, wiping debt and 
getting everybody onto Universal Basic Income – which is denied to citizens 
if they do not follow orders and get their jabs on time – for example.  
 

https://rumble.com/vyxaf3-media-movie-sets-in-ukraine-media-lies-exposed.html
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This again, is Old World Thinking and the people of this world need to see it 
as that - and then choose something different. 
 

8 The correction for this Old World Thinking will:  
1. Take time to fully understand the extent of the correction required  
2. Take even more time to implement the corrections required 
3. Be hampered by those who hold onto this Old World Thinking  

These people – and there are many – have extremely large interests in 
keeping things exactly the way they are. 
 

We have all seen from the last 2yrs that the powers at play are immensely 
powerful.  The money which has been spread around turns heads and 
poisons integrity.  Doctors and nurses in the NHS who have witnessed the 
reality of the C19 pandemic – as distinct from the mainstream media’s 
account of the C19 pandemic – have been threatened over their jobs.  So 
many have chosen to remain silent – and not to speak out – simply because 
they have a mortgage and kids. 
 
Many medics and paramedics have left the NHS and are leaving the NHS 
because – as the story goes – they cannot stand with the lies.  But getting to 
the truth would be a relatively easy affair in a world of New World Thinking.  
In a world of Old World Thinking – the truth is likely to remain hidden to most. 
 
Do question yourself, why so many are leaving the NHS.  The reason may be 
that they cannot remain silent - doing the job they have loved – any more. 
 
As it has been said.   

“For evil to succeed only needs good people to do nothing” 
 

Doctors and nurses in the USA have seen:  
• people being given treatment known to be harmful 
• hospitals being given thousands of dollars to do exactly that 
• patients being denied protocols proved to be beneficial to them 
• colleagues being sacked for speaking out against such practices 

 
For stories about this – look at Stew Peters. 
 
This all sounds like something from a fiction movie.  Of course it does! 
But it’s not fiction and it has been happening on a massive scale. 
The question is, when are we all going to draw the line and say stop? 
“We are going to look at this in depth – as a People – for the People.” 
And I hope it happens soon.   
 

9 Under the current system – the Old World Thinking system – nothing of a 
positive nature will ever happen.  It is New World Thinking that we all need to 
define, embrace and then enact.  And as I mentioned earlier, the definition is 
really the astonishingly easy bit.  It is where our thinking needs to begin. 
It will be founded on the basic human values and ones which no one in their 
right mind would object to signing up to. 
They include:   

https://www.bitchute.com/hashtag/stewpeters/
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Truth 
Fairness 

Transparency 
Honesty 

Personal and Collective Responsibility 
 
Is there any one of us that could possible criticise these values? 
I personally don’t think so – other than people like Bill Gates of course. 
Bill’s partner in his endeavour is the Bond villain lookalike - Klaus Schwab. 
 
It seems more than clear that these two have something else in mind for 
everyone. They call it, The New World Order and it is the thing that the 
government contractors around the world see as their way forward.  They 
make it sound like we will all want it when we know about it.  It is being 
introduced under the banner of “Build Back Better.” You will have heard PM 
Johnson speak of it and all the other major contracted leaders from around 
the world speak of it too – including, the USA, Canada, France and Germany, 
Australia and New Zealand. 
 
But guess what.  Guess which leader has spoken against Build Back Better 
and The Great Reset and the New World Order? 
The Russian contracted leader – Vladimir Putin - and he says NO to it. 
How much of the kick back against Putin is the direct result of his not 
agreeing to the Master Plan for the world? 
 
The media platform RT News provides a different insight into this particular 
contractor and I recommend readers to take a look for themselves. 
 

10 These are exciting times and our history and what happens in the months 
ahead will determine for sure how this human race of ours goes forward. 
 

It is time to draw a line in the sand and reassess. 
It is a time for New World Thinking. 

And the change – when it happens - will be unrecognisable and the people 
of this world will emerge from darkness into the warm, clear blue skies of 
total fairness and peace – among many other good things that stem from the 
thing we can call New World Thinking.   
 
But - what will each of us do today – and tomorrow – to bring this about? 
How many of us will decide to speak out about wrongdoing? 
How many of us will put personal integrity above mortgage payments? 
 
On this note, Alan Simpson – oddly, an American politician, once wrote: 

“If a man has integrity, nothing else matters.   
If a man doesn't have integrity, nothing else matters” 

 
 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 

Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 
In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 

 

https://www.awah.uk/post/putin-says-no-to-the-wef-great-reset
https://www.rt.com/
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 By: David Charles 

 Source: Tetbury CONNECT: Magazine 

4 LINK Led By Donkeys: It’s not just the parties. He lies about everything. 

4 LINK The false science around Ivermectin – BBC News 

4 LINK Dr Tess Lawrie speaking with Del Bigtree about Ivermectin 

5 LINK Michael O’bernicia gives an update on his legal challenge  

5 LINK Busted – A story of corruption in the mainstream media 

7 LINK Expose of the real goings on in Ukraine 

8 LINK Stew Peters: Alarming stories about hospitals and medics in the USA 

9 LINK AWAH: Putin says No to the WEF Great Reset 

9 LINK RT News 

 FURTHER READING 

 LINK I Can See Clearly Now – An article on the reality – Old World Thinking 

 PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND SHARE THIS ARTICLE 

 

  
 Opportunity to join the CONNECT team and network 

 END 
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https://rumble.com/vwgb5r-former-w.h.o.-consultant-exposes-takedown-of-ivermectin.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/dcZN1iky2Znj/
https://rumble.com/vhkk3x-busted-media-crimes-exposed.html
https://rumble.com/vyxaf3-media-movie-sets-in-ukraine-media-lies-exposed.html
https://www.bitchute.com/hashtag/stewpeters/
https://www.awah.uk/post/putin-says-no-to-the-wef-great-reset
https://www.rt.com/
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_69262678e8274866935d37cf3341afbf.pdf
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/connect-m3

